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CONFERENCE

INFORMATION

The 1984 5C0DP Annual General Meeting aid Conference
indi ester the growth of the disabled penpl«5 movement in
Britain. Despite the enormous problems involved, disabled
people are coming together increasingly to share their
experiences, discover a sense of unity, and find strength
in common action. For the first time we have been able to
stage an event jointly with emerging new Coalitions of
Disabled People, and give news about the first Eritish CIL's.
These developments are part of a process of social change
which has accelerated over the last decade and which, through
the Disabled Fecples" International, is world wide in Us
scope.
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lnxormat-on in this folder is divide- into three

.he j.lD sheets give information ascut
the A3M and Talk-in and about facilities
anc arrangements at the University:

The GREEN sheets give information strut scz.e
of tne schemes and initiatives which have
been set up in recent year.' in response to
growing pressure from disabled people for
the ways and means of full social integra
tion. These are not comprehensive and
further details can be obtained by writing
to the addresses given on tne sheets:

The PlKfc sheets give information about some
of the member organisations cC BZOD? together
with seme potential affiliates;



TALK-IN NOTES

BCODP AGM AND TALK-IN - Yth/bLh September, 1984

from first-hand experience of disability.

In addition each group will be asked to give weight to a
specific aspect of independent integrated living eg, housing
or transportation as their "talk-in" develops.

Workshop leaders will have responsibility for guiding the
develoument of their "talk-in" and maintaining a balance
between the general and specific themes.

Each group will note down the main issues and proposals for
action and share r.hem with the whole conference in the
plenary session.

These notes, together with any tape recordings, will form
the basis for a written record of the days proceedings.

NOTES

1 We have consciously used the phrase "independent, integrated living"
" since it reflects the terminology of the "independent living" movement

in the USA as well as the practice of "integrated living" being
developed in Britain.

2 "Independent living" has been described as crystalising around the issue
of ind'ependence, being a continuous process of identifying choices and
creating personal solutions. It argues that independence cannot be
measure! by reference to physical accomplishments but by the ability to
realise individual decisions. It is not about the quantity of tasks a
disabled person can do without help - but the quality of that person's
life with help.

3 "Integrated living" has been described as the development of independent
living in a social context. It crystalises around the issues of
integration, extending independent living choices to include democratic
control by disabled people over the design delivery and management
of the resources necessary to realise individual decisions. It sees
the quality of disabled peoples' integration as being dependent on our
representation in arrangements which promote our full participation in
the social, economic and political mainstream.

U BCODP defines disability in line with the social definitions adopted*" byTheIKTled Peoples' International, ie as the restriction of activity
caused not Dy our individual impairments (the medical model) but by
physical and social barriers to our full participation.
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